Epigenetics as a Solution in Autism: Control above Autism Genes
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Applied Intentional Epigenetics Reverses And Eliminates The Symptoms In Autism Regardless of the Genetic Make-up.

The 'Human Genome Project' was a failure and billions of dollars are going down the same drain via the Google supported "Autism Genome Project". While it may be argued that there might be a genetic component in autism and therefore, identifying the genes linked to autism might offer a clue to the "cause" of the symptoms in autism, the question that is of immediate relevance in autism is – So what if a hundred or more genes are linked to autism? What is the SOLUTION in Autism?

In this Editorial I would like to address precisely this – Why waste time and energy and billions of dollars in "Autism Genome Project" too, along the same lines of the failed "Human Genome Project" when a solution in autism is already available right now through Applied Intentional Epigenetics?

In my earlier editorial I had emphasized the need to make the paradigm shift in autism from the "Problem" to the "Solution" in Autism and that the time to make that shift is NOW. In this editorial I would like to create awareness of another solution in autism that can be applied right away to witness the results of the limiting symptoms in autism disappearing in no time. And this healing approach in autism that is based on the rapidly evolving science of Epigenetics is -Applied Intentional Epigenetics.

So, what exactly is Epigenetics? The times when genes were considered to be "destiny" is long gone. The revolutionary discoveries made in the new field of the science of Epigenetics is continuing to demonstrate that disorders and conditions that are "inherited" through genes can be completely reversed and/or healed.

Epigenetics means "Control Above Genes". Epigenetics involves genetic control by factors other than an individual's DNA sequence. Epigenetic changes can switch genes on or off and determine which proteins are transcribed. Many factors have been identified that have the power over genes and can overcome the manifestations of a "faulty" genetic makeup. The most powerful factor that can be effectively applied in autism that results in the disappearance of the limiting symptoms in autism is Intent Healing(TM). Intent Healing brings about the shifts in the energy fields of the person with autism which in turn results in the vanishing of the limiting symptoms in autism.

For those interested in delving deeper into this science, a good reference would be Dr. Bruce Lipton's book "The Biology Of Belief" which explains the science and the evidence of Epigenetics in great detail.

Coming to Intent, it is the life force of the Universe and its power in bringing about healing and transformation has been well documented through numerous scientific experiments, and a good reference for the same would be the book "The Intention Experiment" by Lynne McTaggart.

How does all this tie together as a solution in Autism? Tapping into the COMBINED benefits of the power of Intent/Intention and the new science of Epigenetics, Energy Shifts can be effected almost instantaneously beyond the seeming constraints of time and distance to bring about the results of the limiting symptoms in Autism disappearing through Remote Intent Healing (TM). This is the practical demonstration of Applied Intentional Epigenetics in Autism that is available as a solution for Autism today. This approach literally reprograms the DNA in a manner that causes the symptoms to vanish. It also switches off the genes that might have contributed to the limiting symptoms being manifested so that the "faulty" genetic makeup that predisposes the manifestation of the limiting symptoms in autism is not passed on to the next generation.

The KEY to the results being demonstrated through Applied Intentional Epigenetics is – ENERGY Shifts. It is the shift in Energy that brings about the corresponding disappearance of the limiting symptoms in Autism. An overview of this healing approach in Autism can be accessed as a document that can be downloaded from the website sowjanya.in. The name of the document is "Autism Healing Blueprint".

The biggest advantage of Applied Intentional Epigenetics in autism is that it does not involve the intake of any medicines and can be done remotely. In other words any person with autism can access this solution from anywhere in the world, right from their homes.

Any discussion involving healing in autism is incomplete without addressing the holistic aspect of the child/person with autism being able to THRIVE with their unique gifts and talents. Applied Intentional Epigenetics in Autism ensures that the child/person with autism, having gained relief from the limiting symptoms that was preventing him/her from being able to manifest their true potential, is able to thrive with ease and freedom. It empowers the individual with autism and the family support system to access the energies that were locked beneath the limiting symptoms.

In summary instead of wasting billions of dollars on the "Autism Genome Project" that is already following on the heels of the failed "Human Genome Project", awareness needs to be created about already existing scientific solutions in autism, one of the most effective of which is the Applied Intentional Epigenetics approach to healing autism with Remote Intent Healing (TM).
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